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Metadata Portal Project 
• NSF-funded project to improve metadata for 
the General Social Survey and American 
National Election Study series (SES-1229957) 
• Several partners 
More on the Project 
• Showcases what you can do with rich structured metadata 
• Products designed to apply to other survey data 
• Intended to encourage more software development 
• Spans two years with three phases 
– Create markup 
– Establish portal with prototype tools 
– Revise business process to capture metadata and 
reduce cost 
Metadata Portal Project -- Phase 1 
Deliverables: 
• Inventory of all ANES, ICPSR, and GSS files 
– Resolve any versioning issues 
• Markup (DDI Codebook level) of all existing 
ANES and GSS codebooks, shared freely 
• Profiles of markup for specific purposes 
– Indicate which elements are needed 
 
Metadata Portal Project -- Phase 1 (cont.) 
• Markup enhancements (DDI Lifecycle) for a  
subset of the codebooks, to include: 
– Provenance and process (e.g., recodes) 
– Harmonization and comparison (e.g., concepts) 
• “Reverse universe generator“ to detect and 
mark up branching patterns and missing data 
• Bibliographic references 
• Findings and lessons learned 
 
Metadata Portal Project -- Phase 2 
Deliverables: 
• A Metadata Portal demonstrating tools such as: 
– Survey catalog and documentation library 
– Question banks 
– Classification banks 
– Dynamic codebook generators 
– Script generators for syntax 
– Variable comparison tools 
– Resources for developers 
 
Metadata Portal Project -- Phase 3 
Deliverables: 
• For both GSS and ANES, develop new metadata-
driven workflows to capture metadata early in 
the data collection process for re-use 
• Disseminate findings to others 
• GSS has already started mapping its processes to 
the Generic Statistical Business Process Model 
(GSBPM) 
GSBPM 
How Project Relates to Data Lifecycle  
 
Task 1: Markup 
Task 2: Tools Task 3: Workflow 
Project Infrastructure 
Where Are We Now? 
• Inventorying and analyzing all ANES and GSS 
files ported to iRODS repository 
• Populating a spreadsheet with study-level 
information from all three data sources 
• Getting started on the reverse-engineering 
project to understand routing through 
questionnaire 
• Generating variable-level DDI markup 
Where Are We Going? 
• Looking to create innovative tools based on 
structured metadata 
• Some ICPSR examples… 
Search for Variables 
Check Variables to Compare 
Display Side by Side 
Search for Studies by Variable Relevance 
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